
HOW TO SET UP A REFILL STATION

With your opening order you will receive everything you 
need to get started
Refill stations can be set up on any sturdy shelf or table and 
need around 10” height and depth
You can stack refill boxes but make sure they aren’t dripping 
on the box below
You can allow customers to refill their own bottles or you 
can assist them 
We are happy for you to allow your customers to refill their 
own bottles (as opposed to insisting they buy one of ours) 
as this is the true spirit of the refill station - reducing single-
use packaging!
Keep an eye on people refilling to make sure they don’t over 
fill, leave the spigot on, and that they leave enough room to 
insert caps with dip tubes
You can use anything to catch drips: small glasses, sauce 
dishes, etc
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1. General

For every refill order you buy, the first one will come with a 
spigot at no additional charge. Reorders of the same product 
will not come with a spigot so you will need to remove the 
spigot from your refill box and put it onto the new one.

2. How to set up



If you want to wash your spigot before moving to the new 
refill box, wash by hand in warm water. You can run water 
through the spigot to make sure you’re getting out any 
residue. Make sure to dry completely before placing on your 
new refill box as any tap water introduced into the product 
can cause bacterial growth. 

The best way to ensure the spigot is dry is to let it air dry 
overnight or at least for a couple of hours.
Screw caps should recycled.

IMPORTANT: remember to put the refill box on its back 
before unscrewing the shipping cap! Not doing so will cause 
the liquid to pour out onto the floor (and your shoes).

When a refill box is empty, simply remove the spigot and 
wash (if necessary). Tear open the carton and recycle the 
box. Carefully deflate the liner by pressing on one side, being 
careful that product residue doesn’t spray on you! Once you 
have 8 - 12 liners, put them inside one of our shipping boxes 
and email us at athome@cgco.co to request and shipping 
label. We’ll sanitize and reuse the liner countless times. 

Dimensions 10 x 10 x 10”
Weight 22 lbs
Outer packaging 65% PCR recycled content box
Inner packaging 100% recyclable LLDPE plastic

2. How to set up (cont.)

3. What to do with empty refill boxes

4. Specs



Our goal is to take back 100% of the plastic liners and reuse 
them until they cannot be reused. Tests have shown that we 
can reuse the liners indefinitely, unless they are damaged. 
Thank you for your effort to keep and return plastic liners 
to us. Together, we are keeping more plastic out of the 
environment. 

Our products are stable at “room temperature”. Anything 
between 58 - 76 is fine and often, product can be 
temporarily outside this range without any change. Product 
that gets very hot can discolor due to sensitive essential oils. 
Of product gets too cold or freezes, it can separate. This can  
usually be corrected by gently warming and mixing.

You can allow your customers to refill their bottles. You 
should warn them to leave a little space at the top for the 
pump. Filling the bottle to the very top will cause soap to 
overflow when the pump is reinserted. 

The spigots do not flow so fast that overflow will be a big 
issue. Still, it’s a good idea to remind guests to keep an eye 
on filling. 

For this reason, we recommend you set up your refill station 
in an area with hard surfaces on the counter/shelf and floor. 
And have a cloth handy in case of spills.

4. Specs (cont.)

5. How to use refill boxes


